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TORSION-FREE PRE-IMAGES OF MODULES
OF FINITE LENGTH

by L. O'CARROLL

(Received 17th December 1986)

1. Introduction

The purpose of this note is to provide a simplified proof of the following result due to
Crawley-Boevey, Kropholler and Linnell.

Theorem ([1]). Let A be a finitely generated commutative ring (with identity), and let
M be a finitely generated A-module which is torsion-free as a Z-module. Given an
A-submodule U of M such that M/U is of finite length as an A-module, there is an
A-submodule VofU such that M/V is torsion-free as a Z-module and such that Q (^)ZM/K
is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space.

This result forms one step in a programme of results on zero-divisors in classes of
group-rings, and the original proof involved induction on the number of generators of
M and a further induction involving associated primes. Here we use basic ideas in
commutative algebra to circumvent these aspects of the original proof; specifically we
use systems of parameters to engineer a situation in which one can apply a basic
theorem from Zariski-Samuel [4] on the closure of a submodule in an ideal-adic
topology. However we still employ one fundamental idea from the original, namely the
use of Chevalley's theorem.

We would like to thank Peter Kropholler for bringing this result to our attention,
and for giving a sketch of the original proof.

2. The proof

Without loss of generality A = Z[Xu...,Xn~\, where the Xt are indeterminates. Since
M/U is of finite length, Ass^M/U = {m1,...,mr}£MaxSpec A, and there exists a positive
integer s such that J7, mJM £ U. Suppose that we know the result to be true in the case
where |Ass^ M/U\ = 1, \ssAM/U = {m] say, where meMaxSpec A, and U=m'M.

By the Chinese Remainder Theorem

and
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By assumption, for each i, there is an /i-submodule V, of mJAf such that M/V, is
Z-torsion-free and such that Q(X)ZM/VJ is a finite-dimensional Q-vector-space. Set

Then K s l / and M/VcQfM/V,, and it is immediate that M/V is Z-torsion-free and
that Q (x)z M/V is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space.

Hence it suffices to treat the case where Ass,, M/U = {m} s MaxSpec A and U=m'M.
For simplicity, set £ = /lm, C = Xm (the m-adic completion of A), N = Mm and L = Mm

(the m-adic completion of M), We remark that N^L as L is also the mM-adic
completion of the 4m-module N. Since A is a Hilbert ring, mnZ=(p) for some prime p
(and by Nullstellensatz, M/U is in fact finite). Let S = Z\0. Then S"1B = SJ(, S~1C = CP,
S~*N = N„ and S~1L=LI,.

Let Asss-icS"1L = {Q1,...,gt}, and fix i such that l ^ i ^ t . Then Q,=S~1Q'i for some
e;eAsscL; setting P^QnB, we have that Q',eAsscC/P.C by [2, (9.B), Theorem
12(ii)]. Now B is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, so B/P, is unmixed in the sense of
Nagata (see [3, p. 82 and (34.9)]). Thus Q'( is minimal over P,C and

co-rankB P,=co-rankc Q[ = d

(say), where d depends on i. Since S~1C = CP, p4Q\ so
Consider the embedding B/P.SC/Q;, and use "~" to denote corresponding images in

B/Pt (and C/QJ). Now there is a set of d elements {Pi,...,pd} of B, with p=Pi, such that
{Pi.-••>/><!} forms a system of parameters for B/Pt and C/QJ. Let /( be a prime ideal in C
such that 7,2(25 an<i s u c n that /.-/QJ is minimal over {p2,••-.?,*}; set Ji^^nB. Then
S"1/, and S'V,- are maximal ideals of S~lC and S"1^ respectively.

Now let i vary, and set 7 = / , n - n / ( and J = Jln--nJt, so that J = InB. Then
S"1/ and S~V are of co-rank 0 in S~lC and S- 1B respectively. Moreover, S~lI is not
co-prime to any Qh l ^ j ^ t . Consider the S-1/-adic topology on S~1C and consider the
zero-submodule of the S~1C-module S~lL. Since S"1/ is not co-prime to any Qh

l^i^t, where the latter are the associated prime ideals of the zero-submodule, it
follows from [4, p.261, Theorem 8] (cf. the first two lines of its proof) that

f) S~1IUL= f] (S-1/)"S-1L = 0.

Now S~1L = LP^L, since L is a torsion-free Z-module by the flatness of the extension
A-*C, so

where KU=(S~1I"L) n L. (It is at this point that we use the Z-torsion freeness of M.) By
Chevalley's theorem [3, p. 105, Exer. 2], there exists a positive integer v such that (in the
usual notation)
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Now contract to N, and pull back along the natural map M-*Mm, to get (by an easy
proof)

(*)

where K'v is the pre-image in M of Kv n N. (Recall that N^L.)

Clearly K'v is the pre-image of S~iI"L under the composite of the natural maps

Hence M/KiSS^L/S-1/"/,, so M/K'v is Z-torsion free. Moreover, S~l{MIK'v) is annihil-
ated by S'^JnA)", an ideal of co-rank 0 in S"M. (Note that S-1A = otx1,...,Xn]
and that each J, is of rank n in B) This, together with (*), gives the result.
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